The Vimala Alphabet Coloring Book

Aa Ooo Dd Gg Qq Pp
Yy Uu Ww Vv
Mmm N Nn Hh
Ll Eee Ii Gj
Ff Rrrr Ss
Tt Kk Bb
Cc Xx
Zz
These coloring pages are intended for educational purposes only, and may not be bought or sold, but are freely given. The Vimala Alphabet™ and font are trademarked, and used with express permission from Vimala Rodgers, PhD. and the Institute of Integral Handwriting Studies who retain exclusive rights.

The Vimala Alphabet™ and the metaphorical animal associations remain the intellectual property of Vimala Rodgers.

Various animal images have been gleaned from “free coloring pages” via the internet and are not copyright protected.

To learn more about the Vimala Alphabet or to order your own computer font, visit www.ilhs.com or write:

IIHS
11230 Gold Express Drive, #310-164
Gold River, CA 94670-4484

Pages herein have been produced and assembled by Susan Govorko, a handwriting consultant, graduate of IIHS, and ardent student of the Alphabet.
Practice Sentences and Declarations for the Letters

It is recommended that these coloring pages be printed out as single sided copies. If a full book print-out is desired, set the printer for ‘short-edge’ binding (landscape direction) and single sided copies.

Practice sentences
Each page has a practice sentence that includes usage of the letter featured with its animal. Children may choose to turn their coloring page over, using the back to practice writing with this sentence, or make up one of their own. They may also want to find words containing the letter.

Suggested practice:

Write three lines of the lowercase and uppercase letter
Next, write a line of words that begin with that letter,
Another line of words that end in that letter,
And finally, a line of words with that letter in the middle of the word.

Declarations for the Letters
At the end of this book, there is a list of ‘Declarations for the Letters’. Each declaration says something about the quality of its letter. Children may enjoy writing the declaration on the back of their coloring page, and perhaps draw a picture about what that statement means to them, or, they may want to write about how they might apply it in their own lives.
Amazing dolphins appear at appealing aquatic areas!
Overhead, hawk overlooks our overflowing brook for food!

The Vimala Alphabet™
Dogs daydream daily of devouring delectable delicious dinners!

The Vimala Alphabet™
Great elk herds gather on grassy green grounds!
Equestrians equip equines with quality tack, quieting their qualms.

The Vimala Alphabet™
Porcupines pack spines for protection and prefer to plod!

The Vimala Alphabet™
Peacocks sashay their fancy feathers of eye-like patterned beauty.

The Vimala Alphabet™
Owls surged upward into the uncharted umber murk.
Wily wolves wander
where the waters flow,
ever watchful and aware.

The Vimala Alphabet™
Eagles venture very high, veiled through clouds in vivid blue skies.
Swans meander streams and amble in emerald green meadows.
Entertaining chimpanzees are naturally inquisitive & full of fun.
Charming butterflies hover and hang in swarms for warmth.
Whales playfully leap and slap farewell with their tails.

The Vimala Alphabet™
Endearing baby Harp Seals keep an eye on the deep ocean waters.

The Vimala Alphabet™
Lions lie lingering in the simmering heat of this day.

The Vimala Alphabet™
Bears jump jauntily into jagged rock streams to fish.
Fantastic spiders fashion orbs and fans of finely formed webs.
Silk caterpillars encircle themselves with one precious strand of silk.
Snakes slither and slide, sometimes twisting up spiral passages.
Tawny-eyed Tigers take afternoon respite in trees.
Kines\textcalligraffiti  deer kick up dust, as they quickly rocket through thicket.

The Vimala Alphabet™
Camels bear bags for barter in big caravans across barren sands.
White Buffalo Calf carries a promise of peace.
An example of a gander named Alexander lived in Xanadu.
Zealous pelicans whiz over zigzagging fish in a feeding frenzy.

The Vimala Alphabet™
The thirsty hummingbird gathers nectar with a blur of feathers.
Family of Communication

Aa  I am comfortable when I am the center of attention.

Oo  I speak kindly, clearly, and truly.

Dd  I am sensitive to other people’s feelings and respect their right to privacy.

Gg  I am thankful for all the people in my life.

Qq  I like to be of service, helping those who need my help.

Pp  I am happy being myself.

Family of Learning and Evaluating

Yy  I have talents that I like to share with others.

Uu  I am open-minded and love to learn new things.

Ww  I like to share what I’ve learned.

Vv  I look for the solutions in difficult situations.

The Vimala Alphabet™
Family of Honoring and Expressing

MMm  I am unafraid to meet new challenges.

NNn  I am a trustworthy friend.

HH  I am enthusiastic and enjoy trying new things.

Family of Insight

LL  I keep my thoughts positive and my room clean!

Eee  I listen thoughtfully to other people's views without imposing my own.

II  I am observant and see things clearly without making them fit my opinions.

JJ  I am intuitive and know when it's the right time to be quiet or to act.

Family of Creativity

Ff  I am organized and prepare myself for each day.

Rrr  I am creative in my own unique way.

Ss  I am patient and can respond to things with ease.
Family of Status

TI† I see myself becoming the best I can be.

Kk I know when to lead and when to follow.

Bb I like to help others, and gratefully accept their help when I need it.

Family of Trusting and Inner Authority

Cc I feel confident about my future.

Xx I make decisions based on what I know to be the right thing to do.

Grandfather Zed - Letter of Contentment

Zz I am happy with my life.

Ligature of flexibility

Th Th Th I am cooperative and work well with others.
The Elephant represents the entire Alphabet.
Have you ever heard the story about the six blind men and The Elephant?